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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A warp knit fabric suitable for bandaging and like ma 

terial including Wales of looped, practically non-twisted 
thread binding thick, highly-twisted, non-elastic walewise 
extending threads and including sinuously extending 
transverse threads twisted to a minimum extent and 
bound in between the thick threads and the looped threads 
of the Wales. 

LSSSkSSSLSSSSSSLSSSSSSLSLSS 

This invention pertains to bandaging and dressing ma 
terials or similar textiles and refers more particularly to 
textiles composed of threads or thread portions which 
when exposed to moisture from a wound or the like, ex 
pand, shrink or swell in different ways and thereby carry 
out a relative movement which prevents or diminishes the 
possibility of their sticking to each other and to the un 
derlying surface. 

Bandaging materials of this type which are known in 
the prior art consist of fabrics having weft threads ex 
tending next to each other and over each other at the 
warp threads which have different shrinking capacities 
when receiving moisture from a wound, so that the non 
shrinking threads bend relatively to the shrinking ones. 
The warp threads must also have an elongated prefer 
ably oval cross-section so that they will assume inclined 
positions relatively to the surface of the fabric when the 
weft threads shrink. 

In another known construction of such fabric the 
threads are coupled within the fabric in such manner 
that the shrinking thread portions are held at a distance 
from the surface of the wound. 
An object of the present invention is to improve known 

fabrics of this type. 
Another object is to replace these known fabrics by 

other textiles which will present greater advantages. 
Other objects will become apparent in the course of 

the following specification. 
In the accomplishment of the objectives of the present 

invention it was found desirable to provide a Surgical 
dressing consisting of a knitted fabric with a thick highly 
twisted thread bound either along a straight or staggered 
line with at least one thread forming the wale. Preferably 
this knitted fabric is made upon a flat knitting machine 
with at least two laying bars. According to one special 
embodiment of the present invention the knitted fabric 
is so made that a thick highly twisted thread is bound 
along a straight or staggered line by other threads 
twisted to at least a minimum extent, whereby at least 
one of the last-mentioned threads forms the wale. As far 
as the threads which are twisted to a minimum extent are 
concerned, at least two can be knit in sinuous formation 
over at least two Wales. 
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The invention will appear more clearly from the fol 

lowing detailed description when taken in connection 
With the accompanying drawings showing by way of ex 
ample preferred embodiments of the inventive idea. 

In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 is a diagram showing one embodiment of 

a knitting design. 
FIGURE 1a is an enlarged cutout diagrammatic front 

view of a fabric made in accordance with the procedure 
of FIG. 1. 
FIGURE 1b is a diagram showing a spread-out plac 

ing of threads in accordance with the procedure of 
FIG. 1. 
FIGURE 2 is a diagram showing another embodiment 

of a knitting design. 
FIGURE 2a is an enlarged front view of a cutout por 

tion of a fabric made in accordance with the procedure 
of FIG. 2, 
FIGURE 3 is a diagram showing yet another embodi 

ment of a knitting design. 
FIGURE 3a is an enlarged front view of a cutout por 

tion of a fabric made in accordance with the procedure 
of FIG. 3. 
FIGURE 4 is a diagram showing still another embodi 

ment of a knitting design. 
FIGURE 4a is an enlarged front view of a cutout por 

tion of a fabric made in accordance with the procedure 
of FIG. 4. 
FIGURE 5 is a diagram showing a further embodiment 

of a knitting design. 
FIGURE 5a is an enlarged front view of a cutout por 

tion of a fabric made in accordance with the procedure 
of FIG. 5. 
FIGURE 6 is a diagram showing a still further em 

bodiment of a knitting design. 
FIGURE 6a is an enlarged frontview of a cutout por 

tion of a fabric made in accordance with the procedure 
of FIG. 6. 

For the sake of clarity of illustration all embodiments 
have been shown as having a knitting design with four 
threads. It will be apparent, however, for anyone skilled 
in the art, that a comparable knitted fabric can be easily 
produced with a smaller or larger number of threads. 
e. In all illustrated embodiments the same symbols have 
been used for indicating similarly located threads, 
namely, 
A broken line with long sections for the thread L.1 

with minimum twisting of the size 40/1; 
A broken and dotted line for the thread L.2 with mini 

mum twisting of the size 40/1; and 
A dotted line for the thread L.4 with minimum twisting 

of the size 40/1, while 
A thick double line is used 

thread L.3 of the size 34/2. 
It will be noted that in all embodiments the thread L.3 

extends through the fabric along a straight line or in only 
slightly shifted formation and that the thread L.1 is knit 
in loop formation which binds the thread L.3, while the 
threads L.2 and L.4 are generally knit over at least two 
wales and are greatly helpful for the binding of the 
fabric. In the diagrams of FIGS. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 the 
needles 0, 2, 4, 6, are indicated as screen dots. 

In the embodiment shown in FIGS. 1, 1a and 1b, the 
fabric includes a thick, highly twisted thread L.3, a 
thread L.1 which is not twisted and which forms a chain 
stitch, and threads L.2, L.4 which form sinuous trans 

for thick highly twisted 
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verse loops and which are bound in at least four locations 
with the threads L.3 and L.1. 
The thread L.3 is a thick, highly twisted thread which 

excludes lengthwise elasticity and supplies adequate 
strength to the knitted fabric. The thread L.1 is a short 
looped thread twisted to a minimum extent but providing 
transverse elasticity. The important long looped thread 
L.2 provides high transverse elasticity. It is thus apparent 
that the thick highly twisted thread L.3 extends walewise 
2 in a shifted formation. The thin thread L.1 forms a 
chain stitch and binds the heavy thread L.3. The two 
threads L.2 and L.4 extend parallel in large windings in 
a 0-0, 4-4 stitch pattern and are also bound by the loop 
forming thread L.1. The laying of the threads L.2 and 
L.4 can be also described as weft formation. The loops 
of the thread L.1 bind together the other three threads of 
the knitted fabric. The thread L.1 is knit in a 2-0, 0-2 
stitch pattern as shown in FIGURE 1. 

FIG. 1b illustrates separately the knitting of the indi 
vidual threads L.1 to L.4 in accordance with the dia 
gram of FIG. 1, while FIG. 1a is a top view of a portion 
of a knitted fabric made in accordance with the diagram 
of FIG. 1. In the finished fabric all threads extend very 
closely to each other. 

. In the embodiment of FIGS. 2 and 2a, the thick highly 
twisted thread L.3 extends along a straight line between 
two wales. The loop-forming thread L.1 which binds this 
straight thread L.3 is knit in a 2-0, 4-6 stitch pattern. 
One of the two threads arranged in large windings, 
namely, the thread L.2 is knit in a 0-0, 4-4 stitch pattern, 
while the other thread L.4 is knit in a 6–6, 0-0 stitch pat 
tern, whereby the two threads L2 and L.4 cross each 
other and are also bound by the loops of the thread L.1. 
The arrangement attained in this knitted fabric is that 
the thin threads extend largely at right angles to the 
thick thread L.3 extending along a straight line. 

In accordance with the embodiment shown in FIGS. 3 
and 3a, the thick highly twisted thread L.3 again extends 
along a straight line in the wale. The thread L.3 is bound 
by threads L.2 and L.4 which are knit parallel in large 
windings in a 0-0, 4-4 stitch pattern as shown, the thread 
L. binding the threads L.2 and L.4. The thread L.1 is 
knit in a 2-0, 2-4 stitch pattern as shown in FIGURE 3. 

In the embodiment shown in FIGS. 4 and 4a, the thick 
highly twisted thread L.3 extends in shifted formation 
in the wale and the loop-forming thread Lt.1 is knit in a 
2-0, 2-4 stitch pattern. The threads L.2 and L.4 are knit 
in large windings in a 0-0, 6-6 stitch pattern so that they 
cross the thick thread L.3 and the loop-forming thread 
L.1 and are bound by the latter, while, they themselves 
also bind the thick thread L.3. 
* In accordance with the embodiment shown in FIGS. 5 
and 5a, the thick highly twisted thread L.3 extends along 
a straight line, between the wales. The loop-forming 

- thread L.1 is knit in a 0-2, 0-2, and binds the two threads 
L.2 and L.4, which are knit in large windings in a 0-0, 
4-4 stitch pattern and extend parallel. The threads L.2 
and L.4 bind the thick thread L.3. 

In the embodiment shown in FIGS. 6 and 6a, the thick 
highly twisted thread L.3 again extends in a straight line 
between the wales and the threads L.2 and L.4 are knit 
parallel about the needle rows 2 and 4 in large windings. 
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The loop-forming... thread L.1 which binds the other 
threads is knit in a 2-0, 0-2, 2-4, 4-2 stitch pattern. 

It is apparent from the above-described embodiments 
of the present invention that the thick highly twisted 
thread L.3 extends in the knitted fabric substantially 

65 

along a straightline or only slightly shifted and is bound 
by the loop-forming thread, whereby the loops of that 
thread also bind additional threads L.2 and L.4, which 
forma connection to the next wale and to the thick 
highly twisted thread associated therewith. . 
Thus the thin threads of the knitted fabric extend at a 

large angle to the thick thread and there are consider 
ably less intersections between the thin threads and the 
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4. 
thick thread than in a fabric wherein the thick thread is 
compressed at all intersections, thereby limiting its ab 
sorbing capacity and freedom of movement. This is not 
the case with the knitted fabric of the present invention; 
furthermore, since the thick thread extends along a 
straight line or only with small windings, considerably 
less material is consumed than in the cases of a woven 
material. The thick heavy thread is shortened in the 
knitted fabric only to a small extent, so that this knitted 
fabric can be produced much more economically than a 
woven fabric. Furthermore, the knitted fabric of the 
present invention is produced on knitting machines which 
operate much more quickly than weaving machines, thus 
providing additional economy in the manufacture. 
The particular thread arrangement in the knitted fabric 

of the present invention provides not only better move 
ment possibilities for the highly twisted thick thread when 
Sucking in liquid emerging from a wound, but also en 
ables it to absorb more liquid, since the thread is not 
compressed at intersection locations. On the contrary, the 
formation of loops and the location of the thin threads 
provide further capillary spaces which absorb the liquid. 
Furthermore, the knitted fabric of the present invention 
due to its specific thread formation transmits air much 
more freely than prior art woven fabrics, so that a wound 
can better dry up and heal. When liquid penetrates, the 
fabric is lifted off the wound, so that the bandage bends 
itself outwardly away from the wound; this takes place 
due to the greater elasticity of the knitted fabric even 
when the surgical dressing was firmly bound upon the 
wound. The surgical dressing made of the fabric of the 
present invention is fixed firmly and securely outside of 
the edges of the wound and cannot shift, while above the 
wound it forms an outwardly domed boss below which 
air can reach the wound. The surgical dressing can not 
glue itself to the surface of the wound and the healing 
process is improved by the penetration of air to the 
wound surface. 
The knitted fabric of the present invention has the 

additional general advantage in comparison to known 
woven surgical dressings for wounds, in that it is more 
elastic and more stretchable in different directions, so 
that it can be better applied as a wound surgical dressing 
and will hold considerably better upon the applied loca 
tion. Furthermore, the knitted fabric of the present in 
vention can be produced so that it will not tear or frazzle 
at the edges irrespective as to how it is cut. Thus a surgi 
cal dressing can be cut in several strips. Therefore, it is 
not necessary to store a supply of Surgical dressings of dif 
ferent widths. The knitted fabric of the present invention 
can be produced in wide lengths and then cut into strips 
of the desired generally used widths. 

It is apparent that the examples described above have 
been given solely by way of illustration and not by way 
of limitation and that they are subject to many variations 
and modifications within the scope of the present inven 
tion. All such variations and modifications are to be in 
cluded within the scope of the present invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A knitted fabric for use as a surgical bandaging and 

dressing material, comprising a plurality of walewise 
parallel chains, each chain having a thick highly twisted 
longitudinal binding thread of little elasticity adapted to 
extend substantially longitudinally in linear contact with 
a wound along lengthy stretches, another nearly non 
twisted thread consisting of loops having a parallel wale 
wise chain configuration and binding said thick thread, 
‘and pairs of parallel cross filling long looped threads of 
sinuous configuration, each twisted to at least a minimum 
extent, the threads of each pair following identical paths 
and extending between and bound in by only two adja. 
cent chains, the thick binding thread and said other 
thread extending over said filling threads, whereby said 
thick binding thread serves as a carrier for the other 
threads and whereby the loops of said other thread and 
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the long looped threads of sinuous configuration form 2, 194,044 3/1940 Kappler -------192-66 ?--? ?-------? 
capillary spaces for absorbing the liquid of a wound and 2,652,705 9/1953 Weinberg ----------- 66-193 
for providing air access to the wound. 2,706,898 4/1955 Gross et al. -------- 66-193 

2. A knitted fabric in accordance with claim 1, where- 3,183,685 5/1965 Riehl –––––––-------- 66-193?? 
in said thick thread extends along a straight line. 5 3,258,941 7/1966 Formenti ----------- 66—193 

3. A knitted fabric in accordance with claim 1, where- 3,308,827 3/1967 Gross --------- 66—195 XR 
in said thick thread extends in a shifted formation. FOREIGN PATENTS 
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